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The artist lives in such a state of :rrnbiguity, incapable of det.rving reality
ancl ,vet eternally bour-rd to question it in its eternally unfinrshed aspects.

Albert Camus

in detective
fiction is very well known. Thrs coincidence of interests is hardly
surprising. Mathematical puzzles, for those who love them, offer
THE TNTEREST that many lovers of m:rthematics take

surfaces characterized by complexities and discontinuities that
tantalize by seeming to evade closure. In ir moment of insight,

though, the 'logical substructure' of the problem is revealed. The
appearance of discontinuity and incongruity is obliterated as the
real coherence of the surface elements comes into view. At the
moment the universe seems complete, every particle in
consciousness is charged with meaning.

The master detective of the classical 'm-vstery' novel is one whit
ventures into a situation r,vhich troubles us by its refusal to reveal
its coherence (though as well, morai perturb:rtior-rs are usually
implicated in this conceptually troubling feature). The detective,
through a superior capacity for analysis, identifies its salient
features and forms conjectures rvl.rich are capable of exposing the
unclerlying substructure holding the apparently unrelated
phenomena in a unified form. His i,vork provides us with
satisfaction of discovering order r,vhere before there seemed only
disorder. He, like the noveiist and the moral hero, brings order out
of disorder.
Lovers of mathematics and detective stories identify rvith these
intellectual adventurers. The drama to which they repeatedly
return is an epistemological drama, a drama which reu''orks man's
attempt to grasp the underlying princrples which inform in the first
instance, the particular situation depicted, but ultimately the
world. Theirs, then, is a drama of subjectivity, not of emotions.
Among the reasons that experimental cinema has been
celebrated, perhaps the most commonly advanced is based on that
cinema's attempt to reveal the nature and processes of human
consciousness. Stan Brakhage's films, for erample, are lauded for
their invention of a range of types of imagery capable of capturing
the full scope of conscious imagerv, w'hile Michael Snow's films
are praised for their incisive analysis of tire essential structures of
consciousness. Thc rvorks of other indepenclent filmmakers are
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praised insofar as they resemble the work of one of these two
giants in the field. It would be interesting to analyze why the
present age should be so interested in the phenomenon of
'consciousness in itself', an interest made all the more telling by
anthropological discoveries which have demonstrated conclusively
that certain societies do not have any conception of consciousness
as an independent and internal attribute possessed by man but not
by nature. The Navaho, for example, sometimes speak as though
thought belonged to the wind, and as though thinking were
literally x matrer oI inspiration.
The usual reasons given to account for this emphasis relate to
the importance that has been placed on subjectivity and on
subjective decision-making since beliefs in natur:rl law and in the
objectivity o{ values have been largely abandoned. While I find
much evidence to sllpport such claims, it is not my purpose here to
argue for or against them. I use thein simply to demonstrate just
how strong an emphasis our culture has placed on subjectivitlr.
And my reasons for wanting to do so relate to what I consider ttt
be a prevalent misreading of Alain Robbe-Grillet's works. M,v
interests in this misreading are not at ali negative, for I believe that
this rnisreading points toward a feature of Robbe-Grillet's novels
and films - particularly his films - th:rt, if understood correctly,
would reveal a profound truth about the relation of his form of

fiction to our cuiture.
Robbe-Grillet's fihns are highly idiosyncratic works, quite
different from the mainstream European 'art' cinema. Partly in
order to explain away the drfficulties his films posed, many critics
came to assert that his films are phenomenological works - tvorks
that present the coiltents of someone's - perhaps the protagonist's
- mind or, better, the flow of images through his mind. Of course,
this was in part a fairly obvious ploy to recuperate Robbe-Grillet's
films for the Romantic tradition. The films themselves resist
attempts to be read in this way, however. Concern with
psychological depth, rvith the profundities of character, rvith the
affective dimension of mental representations - concerns that
would connect Robbe-Grillet, the innovative filmmaker, rvith the
central tradition of Rornanticism - irre notably absent. Further, the
sequencing of imagery in Robbe-Grillet's films o{ten would seem
wrong if it were intended to represent the florv of images in
consciousness.
The decisive refutation of this view of Robbe-Grillet's work u'as

Roy Armes's articie, 'The Opening of L'lmmortelle' (Film Reader
#4.pp.r54-r65). There Armes demonstrates that the structural
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patterns of Robbe-Grillet's films - patterns of repetition, vari;:. and exchange - are based on mathematical principles. The
discoveries presented in this article would lead one to surmise::,:
Robbe-Grillet's compositional method is more akin to the
serialism of such of his contemporaries as Webern, Boulez and
Babbitt than to the explorations of the phenomenologists. And. ::
is surely not hard to discern that the grand design ol L'Immorte...
unfolds from its opening section which presents the film's basic
elements (a car crash, a room, a dog barking, a lnotor boat, a
woman, views from a window) that are then arranged - indeed
virtually permuted - into some provisionai (and not wholly
consistent) order until, beginning with the death of the enigmatic
heroine, Leila, the elements are 'disarranged' as a number of
sinisterly distorted variations are presented. That such
combinatory structures exist in Robbe-Griilet's work is evidence.
as Armes himself notes, that Robbe-Grillet uses anecdotal maten;.
for the purposes of non-anecdotal arrangements. To put the poin:
otherwise, Robbe-Grillet's films do not furnish us with 'anecdote.'
- not even with anecdotes about how events occur in
consciousness - but, rather, with a set of very formal structures.
Both the nature of the anecdotal material Robbe-Grillet uses rr
consists, often, of the famiiiar imagery of genre fiims - gun shots. :
missing object, etc.) and his use of mathematical forms to organrz;
this material are telling evidence against the view that RobbeGrillet's is a phenomenological cinema. Still, I believe there is trurh
of a kind in the claim that Robbe-Grillet's is a relative of the
phenomenological cinema. I do not mean by this that RobbeGrillet's films are some variant of the phenomenological cinema
but just that the roots of his works are planted in the same soil in
which phenomenology bloomed. The relation between
phenomenology and Robbe-Grillet's work is evident in his reasons
for avoiding depth psychology. Robbe-Grillet does not eschew
depth psychology for the same reasons the phenomenologists do,
to restrict the 'narrative' of his works to the presentation of
descriptions of what is actually given in experience - experience
apart from everything that convention and past experience
imposes on it. For a filmmaker or novelist to repudiate psychologrfor this reason would be a specious strategy in any case, for the
affects of Other are given aiong with and as part of one's
experience of her outward appearance. Rather, Robbe-Grillet
eschews depth psychology because, by not making the affects
which drive a character any part of his concern, he severs one of
the strongest threads in the ligature which binds together the
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events depicted in a 61m into a dramatic structure.
It is because he does thrs that Robbe-Grillet's films often appear
and
have often been explained away - as representing dreams.
To be sure, this interpretation is close to the phenomenological
interpretation and is subject to many of the same criticisms. But it,

too, encapsulates a truth about Robbe-Grillet's films, namely that
often scenes in Robbe-Grillet's films cannot be distinguished
irccording to whether they represent 'imaginary' or 'actual'
incidents. For example, in the best known (but certainly least truly
'Robbe-Grilletsian') of his film scripts, L'Annde Derniire d
Marienbad, it is impossible to discern whether the episode in
rvhich u kills x with a pistol does or does not represent a fantasy.
But it is not irlst in dreams that different levels of representation
are not distinguished, in which fantasy, memory and perceptions
appear on the same footing. The phenomenon - the 'appearancein-consciousness' - is also similar in this regard. And so are the
incidents in a piece of fiction, though, admittedly, fictional works
usually include devices whose function is to mark off the
'imagined events' which are supposed to represent the real from
'imagined events' rvhich are not. This mixture of levels is also true
of the events themselves - mcntal or not - that the writer of fiction
assembles into a story and (to consider the problem from yet
another vantage pornt) that the reader of fiction assembles into a
narrative.
In fact, the possibilities in which Robbe-Grillet's fictions trade
can be modelled in the following way: imagine a person with these
(simple) characteristics, in this or that sort of situation, with this
or that happening to him. \7hat would s/he do? Sometimes what
issues from this question is a drama of the form that depends upon
the struggle between the writer's conscious will that characters he
conceives do engage in some activity he imagines for them, and the
apparent will of his characters to do something else, as a result of
the desires they possess and, generally, of their character, their
roles, and the situations into which they are placed. Accordingly,

the characters in Robbe-Grillet's 6lms sometimes appear to be
behaving as a writer's / filmmaker's inventions do, as though
having a will of their orvn, opposed to the author's / filmmaker's
wishes for them. Sometimes, too, as in L'Annde Derniire i
Marienbad, the images that appear on the screen do not match tl-re
verbal descriptions given of them. At one point in that film for
example, x is described as walking along a mirror tou,ard a closed
door, while we see it is open. Such moments can be interpreted
most simply as presenting the manner in which ne\\' narrative
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possibilities come to present themselves to the writer i scriptwrirer
/ filmmaker.
By severing the psychological ligature which binds the events in
a story together, Robbe-Grillet undoes the 'codes' that serve to
mark out the boundary between those events which, in the contert
of a story, are to be understood as real and those which are to be
understood as imaginary. This allows the reader of a RobbeGrillet novel or the viewer of a Robbe-Grillet film to construe the
incidents as having differing reality values, and so to assemble the
incidents in different ways, into a variety of stories. Thus the
reader / viewer is invited to follow the same route as the fiction
writer does in putting together a story.
To use it as an example again, L'Annie Derniire d Marienbad
presents incidents which could be assembled into several different
stories of attempts at persuasion and of resistance. Thus,
throughout the film, shots of the bar and the bedroom alternate
with one another. Gradually, shots of the latter sort come to
dominate. These shots present various versions of what happens in
'S7e
the bedroom.
see e in the bedroom, dressed in black and
dressed in white; she is raped, she is murdered; she accepts x and
she rejects. These actions, moreover, are presented from a large
number of angles. The film's global structure is formally similar;
the opening sequences of the film present a large number of
possibilities for the beginning of a narrative and as the film moves
toward its conclusion it presents a\ array of four possible endings.
Robbe-Grillet replays this \Tebernian move in other films. In
L'lmmortelle there are three car crashes, while Elias makes three
journeys on the express in Trans-Europa Express. This
multiplicity affects the conditions in which the work is received or, more accurately, regenerated - by the viewer in many ways,
but perhaps most importantly through its impact on these works'
temporal structures. By including so many possibilities, RobbeGrillet's works seem to create diverse futures and diverse temporal
orders that split off from one another. And because the events in
his films are not bound together by a causal relation, they have
neither antecedent nor outcome, neither cause nor effect. They
undergo no development and produce only variants, distortions,
doublings and divisions of themselves. The diverse, broadening
times thus created seem accessible only in the manner that Husserl
described all temporality as being - as belonging to the present.
Memory and imagination exist only as components of present
consciousness of the present, not as alternate modes of
consciousness. It is this temporal feature of his work, incidentallv.
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that is the real point of coincidence of his work with Romantic
aesthetics, for Romantic aesthetics claim for art a capacity for
eternalizing the fleeting moment.
Individual elements that recur in most of Robbe-Grillet's films
are consistently treated in such a manner that makes it difficult or
'Women
impossible to determine whether they are real or fantastic.
in Robbe-Grillet's films seem more like the fantasy objects that
appear in men's dreams than actual women. Yet these 'fantastic'
women engage in incidents that seem within the framework of the
story to be real. The settings of his films are handled similarly:
Robbe-Grillet films on real locations and in such a way that the
actuality of the settings asserts itself. Yet his filming reduces these
settings to the most banal level imaginable so that they appear
almost as travel images.
Robbe-Grillet has commented on the type of pleasure he
believes a reader / spectator takes from his works:
On a coded horizon appears a displacement from the
norm. This displacement is at first felt as a painful
thing, a dissatisfaction which bothers you. You are
thrown off. You are within an order and you are
thrown out. You are taken out of your repose and,
from the time of the upset, there develops in the system
of traditional literature a return to the code by what in
music is called a 'resolution', in modern literature, by
repetition of certain displacements, a new code is
formed in which one will again sense a certain fullness
or fulfillment until there appears a new displacement
with respect to this new code which will again bother
you, etc. (From an interview with Brad Burke,
published inThe New York Journal of the Arts,
no, r, 1976)
The pleasures deriving from a Robbe-Grillet film or novel are
those that derive from discovering a new order, of seeing a new
equilibrium, founded on new principles, established. But this, too,
is very like the pleasure that derives from an artist's engagement in
the creative process, just the type of pleasure that might be
expected of works of arts I have been describing.
Robbe-Grillet's novels and films present a model (in the
mathematical sense - a kind of schematization and setting forth of
the fundamental structures - ) of the process by which creative
works are produced and they invite their readers / viewers to
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participate in following the artist in this process. Like the
phenomenologists, Robbe-Grillet, in his fictional works strives to
reconcile the split between mind and object, between inner and
outer. That is why every element and every structure in RobbeGrillet's fiction has that ambivalent character we have been
discussing. For, like phenomena, every one of them has a
subjective and an objective aspect that really cannot be pried
apart. Thus, while we know the character in Les Gommes is
deceiving us, he recounts his story often enough that, as RobbeGrillet notes, his fiction assumes enough weight in his mind to
dictate the right answers to him automatically, just as reality
would. Fiction thus takes on the weight of reality.
This explains Robbe-Grillet's attraction to cinema. He has been
explicit about this, for rn For a New Nouel (p. ,+Z), Robbe-Griller
praises the cinema for its paradoxical ability to present 'with evenappearance of unquestionable objectivity what is only imagination
... while at the same time it stops you believing in what you see'.
Like phenomena, cinematic images occupy an intermediate space
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temporal quality of Robbe-Grillet's work is ambivalent, in just the
same way; in his novels and films there is not past or future, only
the present. And yet, the temporal complexity of his works makes
the present seem somehow unreal. Robbe-Grillet remarked of
L'Annde Derniire d Marienbad (For a New Nouel, pp. r49-r5o),
'that the love story we are being told as if it were a thing of the
past was in fact taking place under our eyes, here and now'. Here
something past seems to unfold in the present, but the present
seems unreal, like the past!
These paradoxes rest on the indistinguishability of the
subjective and objective facets of experience. This conceprion,
along with the idea that a person has access to the subjectivity of
another (implied in Robbe-Grillet's work by the use of forms
which invite the reader to engage in the very same creative process
as the writer / filmmaker) are two foundational concepts of
phenomenology. Like Poulet and Sartre, Robbe-Grillet treats a
work of art not as an autonomous object altogether divorced from
the artist or the reader / viewer. For him, it seems, the locus of a
work of art is the very area of co-incidence of the reader's /
spectator's consciousness and that of the artist, or, at least, the
artrst implied in the work. Reading a Robbe-Grillet novel or
watching a Robbe-Grillet film is a self-reflexive act (in the
phenomenologist's, not the aesthetician's, sense of the term), for ir
is consciousness of a (model of a) consciousness
- but with this

'
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difference, that it is one person's self-reflection on the
consciousness of another! \(hat could better indicate the fusion of
self and other and, finally, the collapse of all distinctions between
subjective and objective.
And as in phenomenology, the objects and actions described in
Robbe-Grillet's text do fir-rally dissolve into ideal possibilities. Thus
Robbe-Grillet can write:
The total cinema o{ our mind admits to the same
degree the present fragments of reality proposed by
sight and hearing and past fragments or future
fragments or fragments that are completely

phantasmagoric. (In 'lntroduction' to Last Year at
Marienbad, trans. by Richard Howard, New York,
Grove Press, r962, p.r 3)
The crucial words in this text are, obviously, 'to the same degree'.
And so, with the existential phenomenologists, Robbe-Gril1et
can ask, 'Does reality have meaning?'and answer:

The contemporary artist cannot answcr this question:
it. A11 he can say is that reality
will perhaps have a meaning after he has existed, that
is, once the work is brought to its conclusion. Why
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